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Abstract- A probabilistically correlative failure (PCF) model is developed to quantify the impact of IP link failure on the 

reliableness of backup methods. Vitality utilization of system hardware and environment security are increasing 

expanding concern as of late, to create vitality proficient system structural engineering and operational expenses as to 

decrease the vitality utilization of the web. In cross layer methodology go down ways are chosen and generally utilized as 

a part of IP systems to shield IP joins from disappointments. Subsequently cross layer methodology for minimizing 

directing disturbance brought about by IP join disappointments and advancing the vitality amid this operation will be 

tended to. In the present examination, we focus on minimizing the vitality utilization of an IP over WDM systems and 

minimizing steering interruption created by IP join disappointments amid cross layer methodology, with the CPF model 

we create effective calculation to choose different solid reinforcement ways to ensure each IP join, when an IP connection 

comes up short, its movement is part onto numerous reinforcement ways and the rerouted activity load on go down ways 

and the rerouted activity load on each IP connection does not surpass the usable transmission capacity, we unravel our 

methodology utilizing genuine ISP system with both optical and IP layer topologies particularly in IP over WDM System 

vitality is devoured by system components at both IP and WDM layers. What's more, current system base have no 

Vitality sparing plan, here we create effective methodology called blended whole number direct programming(MILP).this 

methodology is taking into account customary virtual topology and activity preparing outlines, trial results demonstrate 

that two reinforcement ways are sufficient for securing a coherent connection, and move down way chose by our 

methodology are no less than 18% more dependable and the steering interruption is lessened by no less than 22 percent, 

and the proposed methodology keeps the rerouted movement from meddling with typical movement, at long last it is 

Additionally valuable and intriguing to discover a vitality productive system configuration is likewise an expense 

proficient configuration due to the way that IP switches assume a critical part in both vitality utilization and system cost 

in the IP over WDM systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

IP join disappointments are genuinely regular in the Internet for different reasons. In rapid IP systems like the 

Internet spine, detachment of a connection for a few seconds can prompt a large number of bundles being dropped. 

In this manner, rapidly recouping from IP join disappointments is critical for improving Internet unwavering quality 
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and accessibility, and has gotten much consideration as of late. As of now, reinforcement way based security and is 

broadly utilized by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to ensure their areas. In this methodology, reinforcement ways 

are pre-registered, arranged, and put away in switches. At the point when a connection disappointment is 

distinguished, movement initially navigating the connection is promptly changed to the reinforcement way of this 

connection. Through this, the directing interruption length of time is diminished to the disappointment identification 

time which is regularly under 50 ms. Selecting reinforcement ways is a discriminating issue in reinforcement way 

based assurance. Selecting reinforcement ways is a basic issue in reinforcement way based assurance. Existing 

methodologies predominantly concentrate on picking dependable reinforcement ways to diminish the directing 

disturbance brought about by IP join disappointments. Notwithstanding, they experience the ill effects of two 

restrictions. Initially, the broadly utilized disappointment models don't precisely mirror the connection between IP 

join disappointments. Subsequently, the chose reinforcement ways may be problematic. Second, most former works 

consider reinforcement way determination as an integration issue, yet disregard the activity burden and transmission 

capacity requirement of IP connections. Current IP spine systems are basically based on the Wavelength Division 

Multiplexing (WDM) base. In this layered structure, the IP layer topology (coherent topology) is inserted on the 

optical layer topology (physical topology), and each IP join (consistent connection) is mapped to a light way in the 

physical topology. An IP connection may comprise of various fiber connections, and a fiber connection may be 

shared by different IP joins. At the point when a fiber connection fizzles, all the legitimate connections implanted on 

it fall flat at the same time. An illustration of the topology mapping in IP-over-WDM systems. The consistent 

topology is implanted on the physical topology in which hubs v5, v6, andv7 are optical layer gadgets and henceforth 

don't show up in the intelligent topology. Sensible connections are mapped to light ways. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In [1] the creators utilized Reactive Two-stage Rerouting (RTR) for intra area directing with briefest way 

recuperation. This convention is utilized to recoup systems from expansive scale disappointments by utilizing two 

stages. In first stage the RTR advances the parcels towards the neighbor to accumulate the disappointment data and 

store it in the bundle header. In the second stage it discovers another most brief way and detours the disappointment 

district which is autonomous of shape and area. This technique accomplishes great execution with 98.6% 

dependability with least system assets. In [8] the creators utilized various reinforcement ways which is predefined 

and put away in the hash table. Probabilistically Correlated Failure (PCF) model with a layer mapping methodology 

is utilized which minimizes and evaluates the IP join disappointment and gives solid reinforcement ways as well. On 

the off chance that an IP connection comes up short, its movement is part into numerous reinforcement ways such 

that the rerouted activity ought not surpass the usable data transmission. The creators utilized ISP systems with both 

optical and IP layer topologies. At least two reinforcement ways are chosen to give unwavering quality up to 18% 

and the steering disturbance is diminished to around 22%. Thus the interface between rerouted activity and typical 

movement is stayed away from for this situation. In [9] the creators utilized CP-ABE calculation implied for 

acknowledging complex access control on scrambled information. By this system the encoded information can be 

kept classified regardless of the possibility that the stockpiling server is untrusted; in addition, this technique is 
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secure against arrangement assaults. In this technique the ascribes are utilized to depict a client's accreditations, and 

a gathering encoding information decides an arrangement for who can decode. 

IP Link Protection Based On Backup Path. 

Consider backup path selection as a connectivity problem and mainly focus on finding backup paths to bypass the 

failed IP links. Consequently, the rerouted traffic may causes severe link overload on an backbone IP networks as 

they ignore the fact that a backup path may not having enough bandwidth as observed by [10]. In recent work, we 

develop CPF model to highlight the probabilistic correlation between logical link failures, and split the rerouted 

traffic onto multiple backup paths to avoid link overload and minimizes routing disruption. 

Correlation between the Logical and Physical Topologies 

IP-over-WDM networks consider the correlation between the physical and logical topologies. Minimizing the 

impact based on fiber and logical links failures [7], showed that topology mapping is strongly affected by the 

reliability of IP layer. Moreover, our approach is based on a cross-layer design. They aim at finding reliable backup 

paths; while our objective is to minimize routing disruption. Our paper also considers the topology mapping, but it is 

different in two aspects. First, the CPF model considers both independent and correlated logical link failures. 

Second, Multiple backup paths protects each logical link in this paper, But protected by single backup path in [15] 

Allocation of Bandwidth and Multipath Routing 

Quality-of-Service (QoS) routing protocols [5], use multiple paths between a source-destination to achieve traffic 

engineering goals, e.g., minimizing the maximal link utilization. However, they do not consider the correlation 

between physical and logical link failures. There are some recovery approaches that are built on multiple recovery 

paths. The approach in [9] aims at minimizing the bandwidth reserved for backup paths. It assumes that the network 

has a single logical link failure and only uses IP layer information for backup path selection. IN [4] reroutes traffic 

with multiple paths and the method in [8] combine addresses failure recovery and traffic engineering in multipath 

routing. Moreover, they ignore the correlation between logical link failures and consider backup paths should have 

same reliability and they focus on traffic engineering goals rather than minimizing routing disruption. 

III. APPROACH FOR IP NETWORK PROTECTION 

Backup paths are widely used to protect IP links from failures. Existing solutions such as the commonly used 

independent and Shared Risk Link Group models do not accurately reflect the correlation between IP link failures, 

and thus may not choose reliable backup paths. We propose a cross-layer approach for IP link protection. We 

develop a correlated failure probability (CFP) model to quantify the impact of an IP link failure on the reliability of 

backup paths. With the CFP model, we propose two algorithms for selecting backup paths. The first algorithm 

focuses on choosing the backup paths with minimum failure probability. The second algorithm further considers the 

bandwidth constraint and aims at minimizing the traffic disruption caused by failures. It also ensures that the 

rerouted traffic load on each IP link does not exceed the usable bandwidth to avoid interfering with the normal 
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traffic. Simulations based on real ISP networks show that our approach can choose backup paths that are more 

reliable and achieve better protection. 

IV. BACKUP PATH SELECTION 

 

 

Step1: Given initial graph G=(V, E). All nodes 

have infinite cost except the source node, s, which 

has 0 cost. 

Step 2: First we choose the node, which is closest 

to the source node, s. We initialize d[s] to 0. Add it 

to S. Relax all nodes adjacent to source, s. Update 

predecessor for all nodes updated. 

Step 3: Choose the closest node, x. relax all nodes 

adjacent to node x. Update predecessors for nodes 

u, v and y. 

Step 4: Now, node y is the closest node, so add it 

to S. Relax node v and adjust its predecessor. 

Step 5: Now we have node u that is closest. 

Choose this node and adjust its neighbor node v. 
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V. PROPOSED WORK 

The basic idea is to consider the correlation between IP link failures in backup path selection and protect each IP 

link with multiple reliable backup paths. A key observation is that the backup path for an IP link is used only when 

the IP link fails. To develop a probabilistically correlated failure (PCF) model based on the topology mapping and 

the failure probability of fiber links and logical links. With the PCF model, an algorithm is proposed to select at 

most N reliable backup paths for each IP link and compute the rerouted traffic load on each backup path. 

In high speed IP networks like the Internet backbone, disconnection of a link for several seconds can lead to millions 

of packets being dropped. Therefore, quickly recovering from IP link failures is important for enhancing Internet 

reliability and availability, and has received much attention in recent years. Also the stored information in the router 

for the above existing system is not secure and can be easily affected by the adversary attack. Hence in the cross 

mapping strategy security is enhanced to protect from adversary attack. An ISP network with both optical and IP 

layer topology is used to evaluate the proposed approach. This proposed scheme used CP–ABE algorithm to provide 

security for the stored information. This algorithm will encrypt the routing information in the hash table using public 

key encryption method and store the cipher text instead of the original plain text. Hence the unauthorized hacker or 

the adversary cannot be able to attack or alter the information. Only the authorized user with the corresponding 

public key can access those secured routing information. 

 

Fig. Proposed Architecture of CP–ABE 

An example of the basic architecture of CP–ABE algorithm is shown in Fig 4.1. All the backup path information is 

first encrypted using a public key before it is stored in the hash table and now the hash table contains the encrypted 

information. If any of the authorized users needs the data then the user has to request for an authorization to the node 

which encrypts the data. If the user is an authorized person then the corresponding node has to response the user 

with credentials. Then the user can send the request to the hash table to access the data and gets the encrypted data 

as response. Now the user can decrypt the data using the same public key. If the user is an unauthorized person then 

the corresponding node while receiving the request will not allow the user to access the data from the hash table. 
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VI. MINIMIZING PROBING COST AND ACHIEVING IDENTIFIABILITY IN PROBE BASED NETWORK 

LINK MONITORING 

Continuously monitoring the link performance is important to network diagnosis. Recently, active probes sent 

between end systems are widely used to monitor the link performance. In this paper, we address the problem of 

minimizing the probing cost and achieving identifiability in link monitoring. Given a set of links to monitor, our 

objective is to select as few probing paths as possible to cover all of them, and the selected probing paths can 

uniquely identify all identifiable links being monitored. We propose an algorithm based on the linear system model 

to find out all sets of probing paths that can uniquely identify an identifiable link. We extend the bipartite model to 

reflect the relation between a set of probing paths and the link that can be uniquely identified. Through the extended 

bipartite model, our optimization problem is transformed into the classic set cover problem, which is NP-hard. 

Therefore, we propose a heuristic based algorithm to greedily select the probing paths. Our method eliminates two 

types of redundant probing paths, i.e., those that can be replaced by others and those that cannot be used to 

achieving identifiability. Simulations based on real network topologies show that our approach can achieve 

identifiability with very low probing cost. Compared with prior work, our method is more general and has better 

performance. 

VII. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE FOR JOINT FAILURE RECOVERY 

Today‟s networks typically handle traffic engineering (e.g. tuning the routing-protocol parameters to optimize the 

flow of traffic) and failure recovery (e.g., pre-installed backup paths) independently. In this paper, we propose a 

unified way to balance load efficiently under a wide range of failure scenarios. Our architecture supports flexible 

splitting of traffic over multiple pre-computed paths, with efficient path level failure detection and automatic load 

balancing over the remaining paths. We propose two candidate solutions that differ in how the routers rebalance the 

load after a failure, leading to a trade-off between router complexity and load-balancing performance. We present 

and solve the optimization problems that compute the configuration state for each router. Our experiments with 

traffic measurements and topology data (including shared risks in the underlying transport network) from a large ISP 

identify a “sweet spot” that achieves near-optimal load balancing under a variety of failure scenarios, with a 

relatively small amount of state in the routers. We believe that our solution for joint traffic engineering and failure 

recovery will appeal to Internet Service Providers as well as the operators of data-center. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The commonly used independent and SRLG models ignore the correlation between the optical and IP layer 

topologies. As a result, they do not accurately reflect the correlation between logical link failures and may not select 

reliable backup paths. We propose a cross-layer approach for minimizing routing disruption caused by IP link 

failures. We develop a probabilistically correlated failure (PCF) model to quantify the impact of IP link failure on 

the reliability of backup paths. With this model, we propose an algorithm to minimize the routing disruption by 

choosing multiple reliable backup paths to protect each IP link. The proposed approach ensures that the rerouted 

traffic does not cause logical link overload, even when multiple logical links fail simultaneously. We evaluate our 
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approach using real ISP networks with both optical and IP layer topologies. Experimental results show that two 

backup paths are adequate for protecting a logical link. Compared with existing works, the backup paths selected by 

our method are at least 18 percent more reliable and the routing disruption is reduced by at least 22 percent. 

Moreover, the proposed approach prevents logical link overload caused by the rerouted traffic. From all the above 

discussion it is highlighted that there is some limitations for the schemes of link failure handling like independent 

models, Shared Risk Link Group models. The overcome is achieved with the Cross Layer Approach. Also the 

technique Probabilistically Correlated Failure model is used to measure the impact of IP link failure on the reliability 

of backup paths which are used for the failure handling. By using this technique the routing attacks are handled and 

to minimize routing interruption. 

Future Enhancement: 

In the Phase II plan to implement my project with different algorithm and with different topologies in proposed 

mesh topology has been used but in future we can try with different topologies like star, bus etc. And data protection 

must deal with two general problems. First, data must be protected from unauthorized access and tampering. This is 

the problem of data security. Second, data must be protected from errors by authorized users, in effect to protect 

users from their own mistakes. 
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